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This Month in 
MSU History

9/9/1994 - The Rolling Stones
performed the first-ever concert
at the Spartan Stadium

9/16/1989 - Sparty's birthday

9/17/1951 - The Kellogg Center
first opens

9/26/1942 - "The State News"
becomes a daily newspaper

9/30/1989 - Spartan statue is
renovated
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Meet Your E-Board
This month, the Tower Guard E-Board was elected! We are so
excited to have the opportunity to serve Tower Guard and are
looking forward to a great year! 

President: Madeleine Russell
Vice President: Ishaan Modi
Run Chair: Madeline Eckerman
Run Chair: Jackson Rayer
Secretary: Tushya Mehta
Treasurer: Spencer Richardson
PR Chair/Webmaster: Siri Nicol
Sergeant-At-Arms: Zoe Dunnum
Historian: Laya Silverman
Fundraiser Chair: Akanksha Kapur
Social Chair: Max Kuhnert
CSD Liaison: Alexandra Allers

9/1 - Dylan McCarroll
9/2 - Lauren Dami
9/5 - Jordan Yonce
9/4 - Timothy Stokes
9/15 - Siri Nicol (PR Chair)

Birthdays



This year has been and continues to be unprecedented. As a
country, as an institution, and as individuals, we have been
tested. As members of Tower Guard, you have a unique
opportunity to build community with each other during
tumultuous times, and what’s more, you are in a position to
make important positive change in the lives of students with
disabilities through your service to the RCPD. Your impact can
be what someone looks back on in thirty years saying, “That was
a turning point for me,” or “I’ll never forget what that person did
for me.” How lucky you are to be a part of something so
powerful!

From the very beginning, my first impression of Tower Guard
was that they were my heroes. When I started with RCPD in 2015,
my role included coordinating alternative testing for students
with exam accommodations, and a large part of that was
connecting those students with a Tower Guard reader/scribe
volunteer. Normally everything was organized in advance and
went smoothly on the day, but occasionally there would be a
last-minute exam request which required me to put out the call
to Tower Guard asking for help. Every time, without fail, often
within minutes, someone would respond and drop whatever
they had planned to come and help the student. That’s a
defining characteristic of Tower Guard – a willingness to go
above and beyond to make a difference for a fellow Spartan.  

Recently, I transitioned into a role which includes being Tower
Guard’s Liaison within the RCPD. Over the years, my
involvement with Tower Guard has been a constant pleasure
and one of the favorite parts about my job. I couldn’t be prouder
now to be serving as your go-to person within the RCPD! I am
already tremendously proud of the 2020-2021 class, and we’re
only just getting started. 

My advice to you is to be undaunted by the challenges ahead.
Work together. Stay open. Be creative and resourceful and
focused, as I know you can be! You are Tower Guard. And I can’t
wait to get to know you!
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Welcome Tower Guard 2020-21!
BY LIZ  FULLER

"Being a Spartan to
me means operating
with a high standard

of excellence,
regardless of the

challenges you face."
KIRK COUSINS 

FORMER MSU QUARTERBACK
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Liz Fuller, 
Tower Guard advisor, 

with her son


